
BOWMEN OF MELVILLE
GENERAL MEETING

20 FEBRUARY 2021 AT 12:00PM

1. Attendance:

As per attached sign-in sheets.

2. Apologies:

None given.

3. President’s report:

(a) Back to Archery tournament

The club participated in the AA Back to Archery tournament last year.The club did well on both
raw scores and handicaps.Results have been posted on the noticeboard in the clubhouse.

(b) COVID

We are now back to Phase 4 restrictions following the recent lockdown.

QR codes are now mandatory for use. If members do not have a smartphone to scan the codes,
they must manually sign in.

(c) Grounds

Gary and Adam have met with the local councillor, Michael Woodall. Michael will make enquiries
with the CoM management around the plans and funds (or lack thereof) to remediate the club’s
grounds.

Adam has noted that the issue around security of tenure was raised - ideally we would like a
long-term lease, which Michael will also explore with the CoM management.

Plans are also being made to meet with the local liberal candidate to discuss the issues with the
grounds.

4. Secretary’s report

Ashley has received a lot of correspondence from members with general queries and,
otherwise, had received correspondence from CoM requesting updated copies of insurance
documents. These have been provided to CoM following renewal of the AA liability insurances
on 02/03/2021.



5. Treasurer’s report

(a) Report

Financials as per attached report.

(b) Christmas dinner and awards night

37 people attended. New catering company trialled. Total cost was $1,919.20. This works out to
$51.87 per person. Planning was for 100+ people in which case the cost would have been
approximately $19.00 per person.

Jo-Ann remarked that normally, with catering, we give the caterers the numbers they need to
provide for based on attendance lists. Carrie reported that we got quotes and estimates for the
catering based on an estimate of numbers from previous years' attendances. Jo-Ann suggested
that we should have then negotiated with the caterers once we were aware there were less
people than planned. Carrie reported we were unaware that we could do this.

$200.00 was utilised to purchase prizes for raffles although raffle ticket sales totalled $274.00.
The original $200.00 budget was returned to the club and the remaining $74.00 set aside for
social events.

Nibbles platters and cocktails cost $871.67.

Trophies cost $784.00.

Attendance numbers were down a lot from previous years. Carrie suspects COVID was a big
contributor to this.

Carrie has asked whether we might want to do something different for this year. Specifically, she
has suggested that we need to decide:

● Do we want to continue with a formal catered dinner-type event or something less formal
and structured?

● Should the per person fee be changed to a flat fee per head and the family option
removed if costs on a flat fee can be kept low enough?

● Do we want a separate awards function and Christmas function?

Carrie has asked if there are any questions. Jo-Ann remarked that the costs of the trophies are
usually not included in the total costs of the function as these are club costs which would be



incurred anyway and that the catering was of a relatively normal price and that if nibbles platters
weren’t provided then the costs of the function would be comparable to previous years.

Motion to accept treasurer’s report - Gary
Seconded - Leif
Voted - majority to accept

6. Governance

Bookkeeping

Issues with the format and content of treasurer’s reports have been raised at a number of
general meetings now.

The committee has discussed at their last few meetings what options we might have to present
financial data to members in a way that they are happy with.

Three options put forward:

1. Reports continue to be provided in the same format as Carrie has just presented it;

2. Reports are provided in the same format as just presented by Carrie but with bank
statements attached; or

3. We engage a bookkeeper at a cost of $100.00 to $200.00 per month plus software with
monthly fees, annual subscriptions etc.

Leif feels that option 1 is sufficient and the report Carrie presented contains a lot of data. Gary
has asked whether Leif would like to move that but Jo-Ann has asked for more discussion first.

Brent has asked whether a bookkeeper would have to have access to the cash register which
Carrie has reported they will, but that they will need to be here on a Saturday.

Jo-Anne has remarked that a bookkeeper won’t need to be here on a Saturday to which Carrie
has responded to say they actually will due to limitations with the software on the cash register
meaning there is no way that the data from the cash register can’t be exported or printed in any
format other than computer gibberish.

Jim has suggested that there might be additional software which can be downloaded or
purchased to address this issue.

Kaye has indicated she considers the revised format of the report presented at the meeting is
fine.



Paul has noted that he has in the past asked for more information in treasurer’s reports but is
happier with the format of the reported presented at the meeting - it breaks down expenses
incurred and funds incoming in detail.

Gary has asked if we are now happy to look to make a decision.

Motion to accept option 1 - Leif
Seconded - Alistair
Voted - majority to accept

7. Property

Fence

Following the discussions Gary and Adam had with CoM, we’re putting repair/replacement of
the boundary fence on hold.

Cooling the shooting line

Options as follows:

● Cut holes in the top of the back of the line to enable airflow
● Painting the back of the line in a light colour to reflect heat
● Put shade cloth along the back of the line for shade
● Plant shrubs along the back of the line for shade

Carrie has suggested options 1 and 4 combined. Paul has reported that shrubs planted before
have been eaten by the kangaroos.

Cutting holes agreed to be the best option, will be put on the list of work to be done at the next
busy bee.

Shipping Container

Gary will speak with Darwin Cope about how we can create ventilation in the shipping container
and will report back to the executive.

Old plastic chairs

We now have a surplus of chairs following the purchase of new ones. Alan Reid to take his pick
of how many he wants for the Western Dragon.

8. Silver Leprechaun



Will now be a postal shoot. We need to schedule for some time in April or May. The executive
will provide dates and something will be scheduled in.

9. Shooting etiquette

AA and WA require a 50m overshoot from behind the longest target.

Gary and Ashley have measured the distances behind each target.

Ashley has prepared proposed amendments to the bylaws. The draft of these amendments has
been circulated although still needs work.

The gist of the amendments is:

● Recurves and longbows only can be shot on bays 1 and 2 up to a maximum distance of
70 metres;

● Any bow type may be shot on bays 3, 4 and 5 to a maximum distance of 70 metres; and

● Any bow type may be shot on bay 6 onwards to a maximum distance of 90 metres.

Ashley will continue to work on these and present a final draft to the members in time for the
next general meeting.

Leif has suggested that we put signage on the bays once the rules have been finalised, as had
Kevin in a recent executive meeting. Signs will be created and erected once the rules are
finalised.

10. New club logo

Eric has been working for some time on concepts for a new club logo to match the current club
shirts and branding.

Eric has presented the most recent revision of the logo he has designed for the members to
consider.

People generally in agreement with the look of the club logo.

Motion to accept Eric’s design as the new club logo - Kitty
Seconded - Carrie
Voted - all in favour

11. Medal costs



Alex has raised the medal price to reflect the costs AA are charging for them.

From now on, the costs of all golds, classifications etc. will now be $7.00 from 01/03/2021 other
than for special medals (MB, GMB, etites) which will be charged at cost.

The first medal members receive will remain free of charge.














